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Abstract. Extending the philosophy of additive Schwarz algorithms, we
adopt a hybrid framework that allows different subdomains to use differ-
ent mathematical models, spatial discretizations, local meshes, and se-
rial codes. This hybrid software framework is implemented using object-
oriented techniques, such that existing serial codes are easily reused af-
ter being equipped with the standard interface of a generic subdomain
tsunami solver. The resulting hybrid parallel tsunami simulator thus has
full flexibility and extensibility.

1 Motivation

Computing the wave propagation is a fundamental task in tsunami simulation.
When an entire ocean is the solution domain, the computational task becomes
extremely challenging, both due to the huge amount of computations needed and
due to the fact that different physics apply in different regions. For example, the
effect of dispersion is important for modeling wave propagation over an vast
region with large water depth. In regions where water depth rapidly changes or
close to the coastlines, nonlinear effects become important.

Among commonly used mathematical models, we have the following Boussi-
nesq water wave equations:
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where η and φ are the primary unknowns denoting, respectively, the water sur-
face elevation and velocity potential. The water depth H is assumed to be a
function of the spatial coordinates x and y. In Equations (1)-(2) the weak effect
of dispersion and nonlinearity is controlled by the two dimensionless constants ε
and α, respectively. For more mathematical and numerical details, we refer to [4,
3, 2]. Note that by choosing ε = α = 0, we recover the widely used linear shallow
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water equations:
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Regarding the numerical algorithms, the details of Equations (1)-(2) are often
resolved by unstructured meshes and finite element discretization, whereas struc-
tured meshes and finite differences are commonly used for (3)-(4). Consequently,
the software codes implementing these two types of numerical algorithms are dif-
ferent in code complexity. High-level programming languages (such as C++) are
typically used to program finite elements, whereas low-level languages (such as
F77 and C) are used for finite differences.

2 Parallelization by a Subdomain-Based Approach

Parallel computing is essential for simulating wave propagation over an entire
ocean, because a huge number of degrees of freedom are often needed. As we
have discussed above, different physics are valid in different regions, calling for
a computationally resource-aware parallelization. More specifically, in regions
where nonlinear and/or dispersive effects are important, existing serial software
for Boussinesq equations (1)-(2) should be applied. Likewise can existing serial
software for linear shallow water equations (3)-(4) be used in the remaining
regions.

Such a parallelization strategy is most easily realized by using subdomains,
such that the entire spatial domain Ω is decomposed into a set of overlapping
subdomains {Ωs}Ps=1. Mathematically, this idea of parallelization was first con-
ceived in the additive Schwarz algorithms, see [5]. In a generic setting, where
a partial differential equation (PDE) is expressed as LΩ(u) = fΩ , the Schwarz
algorithm consists of an iterative process generating u0, u1, . . . , uk as a series of
approximate solutions. During Schwarz iteration k, each subdomain first inde-
pendently updates its local solution through

LΩs(uks) = fk−1
Ωs

. (5)

Note that fk−1
Ωs

refers to a right-hand side which is restricted within Ωs and de-
pends on the latest global approximation uk−1. Then, the new global solution uk

is composed by “sewing together” the subdomain local solutions uk1 , u
k
2 , . . . , u

k
P .

Equation (5) thus opens for the possibility of using different local solvers in
different subdomains. Taking the idea of additive Schwarz one step further, we
can also apply different mathematical models in different subdomains. Therefore,
different serial codes may be deployed regionwise.
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3 An Object-Oriented Framework

To facilitate a rapid implementation of a hybrid parallel tsunami simulator as
described above, we resort to object-oriented programming techniques. As de-
scribed in [1], a generic library of Schwarz algorithms for PDEs can consist of
two generic components: class SubdomainSolver and class Administrator.
The generic class of SubdomainSolver declares a generic interface of all subdo-
main PDE solvers. The generic interface is simply a set of virtual member func-
tions without concrete implementation. On the other hand, the generic class of
Administrator implements a common set of functions, such as checking global
convergence and invoking inter-subdomain communication, which are indepen-
dent of specific PDEs.

An object-oriented framework for hybrid parallel tsunami simulators can be
illustrated by the following case study.

4 Case Study

We have two existing serial software codes, an advanced C++ finite element
solver named class Boussinesq applicable for unstructured meshes, and a
legacy F77 finite difference code applicable for uniform meshes. The purpose
is to build a hybrid parallel tsunami simulator based on these two codes. Two
light-weight new classes are thus programmed:

SubdomainBQFEMSolver and SubdomainBQFDMSolver

Here, class SubdomainBQFEMSolver uses double inheritance, as subclass of both
SubdomainSolver and Boussinesq, so that it inherits the computational func-
tionality from Boussinesq and is recognized by the generic Administrator
as a subdomain solver. Similarly, class SubdomainBQFDMSolver is derived from
SubdomainSolver and at the same time “wraps up” the F77 subroutines of the
legacy code. Finally, another new light-weight class HybridBQSolver is derived
as subclass of Administrator, so that some tsunami specific functionality can
be added on top of the generic Schwarz functionality.

Using such a hybrid software framework, a parallel tsunami simulator can
be built for the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. The entire spatial domain and the
wave depth distribution are depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, the figure also shows
that different types of local meshes (uniform subdomain meshes and adaptively
refined subdomain meshes) and different spatial discretizations (finite differences
and finite elements) can be freely deployed in different regions.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have explained a hybrid software framework for parallelizing and, at the
same time, combining existing serial codes. Such a parallelization strategy is nu-
merically inspired by the additive Schwarz algorithms, while implementationally
enabled by object-oriented programming techniques.
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Fig. 1. An example of partitioning the Indian Ocean domain into a mixture of rectan-
gular and complex-shaped subdomains. Finite differences or finite elements are chosen
by each subdomain to carry out the spatial discretization
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